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The growing industrial population had to go somewhere. It was
excluded for the most part from the City liberties because these new-
comers, native and foreign, were not freemen and were therefore for-
bidden to exercise their trades there. It settled on the north and east of
London and in Southwark. Tudor and Stuart proclamations against
new buildings tended to drive it into those places where the authorities
of City or county could be virtually defied. To this probably is due the
crowding at an early date with a poor population of the precinct of St
Katherine's by the Tower,17 of the liberty of East Smithfield, of parts of
Southwark, and of places in the great liberty of the manors of Stepney
and Hackney belonging to the Wentworth family. The early growth of
east London was of course also due to the demands of the water-borne
trades and the necessity of riverside victualling houses for seafaring
people.
In short, proclamations could not stop the
... strongpropensiveinthe peoplefor buildingnewhouses, such flocking there
was notwithstanding to the City continually and such numbers of people
(and they for the most part idle vagrant persons) ... filling the houses with
inmates.16
It was, however, natural that houses built under the blight of a possible
order that they should be razed to the ground for infringing the procla-
mation should be wretched places, as far as possible out of sight in
courts and alleys. Such places could hardly have a secure tide. East
London as Stow describes it at the end of the sixteenth century began
its building development by an extension of * small and base tenements*
often encroachments on the highway or the common field, set up under
the ban of the authorities to provide shelter for increasing numbers of
artisans and poor people.
The effect of the proclamations upon existing houses was to set their
owners upon patching up tumble-down buildings, adding to them and
digging cellars under them. These attempts to get round the letter of
the proclamations were repeatedly denounced.18 In 1625 it was for-
bidden to
..„ support or strengthen any buildings so ruinous and old as are unfit to be
continued, by digging of cellars and bringing up newe back walls, by erecting
new chimneys and stairecases, by placing pieces of timber, by setting on new

